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Abstract: In recent years, the use of ion-selective membranes in the sensing and assessment of
environmental contaminants has become a critical goal. Using sodium tetraphenylborate (TPB)
and phosphotungstic acid (PTA) as ion-pairing agents, two sensitive and selective sensors were
manufactured to evaluate the electrochemical response of moxifloxacin hydrochloride (MOX). The
optimal electrochemical behavior was attained by fine-tuning all assay parameters. The manufactured
membranes’ performance was optimal in a pH range from 1.0 to 5.0 with a linearity between
1 × 10−6 M and 1 × 10−2 M. The MOX–TPB and MOX–PTA membrane electrodes have Nernstian
slopes of 59.2 ± 0.60 mV/decade and 58.4 ± 0.50 mV/decade, respectively. The proposed method
was used to determine MOX in its pure form as well as real pharmaceutical wastewater effluents.
The fabricated electrodes were effectively applied for the sensitive and selective determination of
MOX in actual wastewater effluents without the need for any pre-treatment processes.

Keywords: potentiometry; moxifloxacin hydrochloride; ion-selective membranes; phosphotungstic
acid; sodium tetraphenylborate; real wastewater effluents

1. Introduction

Antibiotics are a class of medications that are widely utilized in both human and
veterinary medicine. Antibiotics’ broad use may result in their presence in the environment,
posing a significant danger to antibiotic resistance. Fluoroquinolones are typically found
in surface water and soil because they are discharged intact in urine and so may reach
the main hospital sewage. Due to the antibiotic’s harmful effects on human beings when
they are present in the surrounding environment, there is no permissible value for their
presence in the soil or water [1].

Moxifloxacin hydrochloride (MOX) (Figure 1) is a synthetic fluoroquinolone antibiotic
discovered in 1999 [2,3]. MOX can act on Gram-positive as well as Gram-negative bacteria.
It performs its action by preventing bacterial cell reproduction through the inhibition of the
microbial DNA gyrase that plays an important role in DNA splitting [4].

Different analytical techniques were applied for the quantification of MOX in dosage
form and in biological fluids, including spectroscopy [5–8], liquid chromatography (LC)
coupled to ultraviolet (UV) [9–12] or fluorescence detectors [13,14], capillary electrophore-
sis [15,16], and LC coupled to mass spectrometric detectors [17,18]. It is important to note
that most of the reported assay techniques include tedious and time-consuming steps,
derivatization, and/or sophisticated instruments. Electrochemistry has a significant impact
on the analysis of MOX, through the application of oxidative voltammetry in its quantifica-
tion [19]. Furthermore, a voltametric sensor, prepared using a platinum electrode with a
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binary layer of poly(1,5-diaminonaphthalene) and platinum nanoparticles, was used for
the simultaneous determination of the studied drug and paracetamol [20]. Molecularly
imprinted polymer electrodes were applied to MOX quantification in tablets, plasma [21],
and spiked urine samples [22]. Poly-vinyl chloride (PVC), carbon paste, and screen-printed
membrane sensors were prepared to be applied for the MOX quantification in tablet
form [23–25] and it was determined using zinc oxide nanorod-modified membranes [26].
On the other hand, potentiometric sensors based on sulfated cyclodextrin-carbon nanofiber
were used for MOX quantification in dosage form, urine, and blood serum [27]. Hitherto,
there is no published work dealing with the potentiometric determination of MOX in
wastewater effluents.
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It is critical to detect and monitor the researched medication in wastewater effluents.
The presence of these antibiotics in water samples even in small quantities can constitute a
great danger to human health, especially in light of growing antibiotic resistance [28].

The environmental analysis of MOX depends mainly on LC coupled to tandem mass
spectrometry [29] and, to some extent, on LC with UV [30] or a fluorescence detector [31].
Before using LC, sample preparation and extraction should be performed to exclude the
matrix effect and to pre-concentrate the analyte. As a result, a simple and cost-effective
analytical method for monitoring the researched drug in environmental water samples is
urgently needed. The use of membrane-sensitive electrodes can be considered a smart tool
to meet this need.

Easy preparation, rapid response, selectivity, the ability to use turbid analyte solutions,
and inexpensive cost are all advantages of ion-selective electrodes (ISEs). Furthermore,
their responses are independent of the sensor’s surface area, allowing for electrode down-
sizing [32,33].

The evaporation of the inner solution in liquid inner contact ISEs causes an osmotic
pressure variation and change in the internal solution volume. The transport of water
across the membrane occurs due to pressure changes, leading to membrane deteriora-
tion [34]. Furthermore, they have the disadvantage of accumulating interfacial charges
on the membrane, which causes charge transmission to stop. As a result, noise affects the
potential, causing deviation with time, and impairs technique sensitivity [35–37]. Solid
contact electrodes, which eliminate the use of the inner filling solution and replace it with a
solid-state junction among the membrane and the metal electrode, have recently become a
popular technique to circumvent the problems of liquid contacting the inner electrodes [38]
(Figure 2).

In this work, two solid contact glassy carbon ISEs were made from this perspective.
The ISEs for sensor one (MOX-TPB) and sensor two (MOX-PTA) were made with sodium
tetraphenylborate and phosphotungstic acid, respectively, as ion pairing agents. A compar-
ison of the working conditions was undertaken to clarify the optimal working parameters.
Furthermore, the current study uses the produced membranes in the straightforward, easy,
sensitive, and selective quantification of MOX in real wastewater effluents without the
need for sample preparation.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Instrumentation

A digital mV/pH meter (Model 3510; Jenway, UK) was applied for the potentiometric
measurement. It was coupled to an Ag/AgCl type bi-junctional reference electrode. A
Jenway (UK) glass electrode was used all over the assay. The solid contact was made with
a glassy carbon electrode (3 mm diameter, CH Instruments, Bee Cave, TX, USA).

2.2. Chemicals, Reagents, and Standard Solutions

Bio Vision provided the MOX pure standard (USA). A certificate (CAS # 186826-8)
declared that it was 99.98% pure. Prolabo, Paris, France, provided TPB, PTA, HCl, sodium
hydroxide, potassium chloride, AgNO3, and THF. Sigma, Darmstadt, Germany, provided
the dioctyl phthalate (DOP), nitrophenyl octyl ether (NPOE), and bis(2-ethyl hexyl) sebacate
(2-EHS). Fluka Chemie (Taufkirchen) in Germany provided PVC of high molecular weight
grade. Aquatron (Glasgow, UK) provided the deionized H2O from their water still.

MOX stock standard solution (1 × 10−2 M) was prepared in deionized water. Working
solutions (1 × 10−3 to 1 × 10−8 M) were prepared from the MOX stock standard solution
through cautious dilution using the same solvent.

2.3. Sensors’ Fabrication, Calibration, and Optimization

Mixing 190 mg of PVC, 0.4 mL of 2-EHS, and 10 mg of TPB (sensor 1) or PTA (sensor 2)
was performed in two separate Petri dishes. Dissolution of the mixtures was performed in
6 mL THF. The THF solution was directly applied to a glassy carbon electrode. The applied
solution was allowed to completely evaporate. Conditioning of the prepared membrane
was carried out by soaking in 0.01 M MOX stock standard solution for 24 h. The electrodes
were stored in the same MOX solution.

Following the conditioning stage, the calibration step was carried out by submerging
the manufactured sensors in MOX standard solutions in the concentration range from
1 × 10−2 to 1 × 10−8 M. Deionized water was utilized to wash each membrane between
measurements. The standard graphs were prepared. These graphs were then utilized to
obtain the unknown MOX concentrations.

Studying and adjusting the parameters affecting the membrane performance resulted
in optimal membrane performance. The competency of the electrodes was evaluated in ac-
cordance with the IUPAC recommendations [39]. Various plasticizers of different polarities
were used to assess the impact of the plasticizer type on the membrane performance. To
obtain the best electrode performance, the plasticizers 2-EHS, DOP, and NPOE were tested.
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The influence of pH on the membranes’ performance was investigated by a MOX standard
solution (1 × 10−4 M), and 0.1 M sodium hydroxide or 0.1 M hydrochloric acid were
added dropwise. To determine the best pH range for the constructed sensors, a graphical
representation of the electrode potential against the solutions’ pH was constructed. For a
month, the stability of the measured potential and repeatability of MOX-prepared sensors
were monitored. Every day, the potential was measured using MOX standard solutions
in the range 1 × 10−2 M–1 × 10−6 M, and the slope (mV/decade) was calculated for each
constructed membrane. The calculated slopes were compared to the slopes acquired in
the initial calibration. The membranes’ thermal stability was examined in a temperature
range of 25–40 ◦C. By determining the potentiometric selectivity coefficients (PSCs) for the
analyzed interferents, the selectivity of the manufactured membranes was effectively tested
using the matched potential method (MPM). The PSC is the ratio between the concentration
of the studied drug and that of the interferent in a reference solution that results in the
same potential change [40].

2.4. Application

Different distilled and tap water samples containing known MOX concentrations were
prepared. The pH of the prepared samples was adjusted to be in the range of 1.0–5.0. The
fabricated membranes were used to quantify the studied drug concentrations, and the
recovery percent was calculated.

Real wastewater samples were collected from a pharmaceutical factory producing
MOX tablets. The samples’ pH was adjusted to be in the range of 1.0–5.0. The obtained
samples were filtered utilizing nylon membrane filters to remove fine particle debris.
Storage of filtered samples was performed in dark glass bottles in a cool place to prevent
any degradation of the sample.

The built sensors were used to determine the MOX concentrations in the collected real
wastewater samples using the standard curves. A comparison was carried out between the
results acquired by applying the suggested method and those obtained by using a reference
method [12] after applying solid-phase extraction.

3. Results
3.1. Manufactured Membranes’ Performance Evaluation

Table 1 shows the performance evaluation parameters for the manufactured elec-
trodes. An almost ideal Nernstian behavior was attained between the 1 × 10−6 M and
1 × 10−2 M MOX solutions. Sensor 1 and sensor 2 had slopes of 59.2 ± 0.60 mV/decade
and 58.4 ± 0.50 mV/decade, respectively (Table 1). Figure 3 depicts standard plots.

Table 1. Electrochemical response characteristics of the fabricated electrodes.

Parameter Sensor 1
(MOX-TPB)

Sensor 2
(MOX-PTA)

Slope (mV decade−1) * 59.2 ± 0.60 58.4 ± 0.50
Response time (sec) 10–20 10–20
Working pH range 1.0–5.0 1.0–5.0

Concentration range (M) 1 × 10−6–1 × 10−3 1 × 10−6–1 × 10−3

Concentration range (µg/mL) 0.44–439.90 0.44–439.90
Stability (days) 21 21

Accuracy (Mean * ± SD) 99.41 ± 0.64 100.14 ± 0.71
Limit of detection (µg/mL) 0.24 0.24

Ruggedness † 99.51 * ± 1.28 98.41 * ± 1.66
Robustness Ψ 101.14 * ± 1.13 101.64 * ± 0.84

* Average results of five determinations. † Comparing the results with those obtained by different sensor assemblies
using Hanna digital ion-analyzer. Ψ Carried out by measuring different known MOX concentrations on carrying
out slight pH change (pH 3 ± 0.2).
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The performance of the manufactured membranes was evaluated using IUPAC crite-
ria [39], including different parameters such as response time, optimal pH range, linearity,
the effect of plasticizer type, and limit of detection.

The impact of the plasticizer type was investigated by experimenting with three
different plasticizers of varying polarity (DOP, NPOE, and 2-EHS). The plasticizer that
offered the best results was 2-EHS, whose constructed sensors had slopes that were closer
to the optimal Nernstian values. On the other hand, the membranes fabricated using NPOE
and DOP showed slopes of 50.20 ± 0.60 mV/decade (n = 3) and 48.70 ± 0.40 mV/decade
(n = 3), respectively.

The limit of detection was attained at the intersection point of the two extrapolated
linear segments of the standard curve [39]. Excellent sensitivity was demonstrated by
detection limits as low as 0.24 µg/mL (Table 1).

The pH of the medium influenced the operation of the manufactured sensors. The
best electrochemical response was found to be in the pH range from 1.0 to 5.0. (Figure 4).
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The sensors’ lifetime was explored by establishing calibration plots and by assessing
their properties daily. The lifetimes for both sensors were determined to be 21 days when
no changes in potentials (less than ±3 mV) were observed and calibration features were
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considered (Figure 5). The response time is an important parameter in the membrane
performance evaluation, as it reflects the time needed for the manufactured electrode to
give a constant reading (±1 mV) after a 10-fold rise in the sample concentration [39]. The
constructed sensors’ response time was discovered to be 15 s.
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Figure 5. Stability of the MOX membrane sensors.

The standard curves were plotted in a temperature range from 25 ◦C to 40 ◦C to study
the effect of the temperature variation on the manufactured membranes. The calibration
plots showed no significant changes, demonstrating that the manufactured electrodes
have exceptional temperature stability. The results regarding the thermal stability of the
fabricated sensors at three temperature levels are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Profile of the potential versus –log concentration for the fabricated sensors at three tempera-
tures (25 ◦C, 30 ◦C, and 40 ◦C).

−log
Conc. (M)

E (mV)

Sensor 1
(MOX-TPB)

Sensor 2
(MOX-PTA)

25 ◦C 30 ◦C 40 ◦C 25 ◦C 30 ◦C 40 ◦C

2 313 313 313 295 295 295
3 254 254 254 237 237 237
4 195 194 195 179 178 179
5 136 135 136 121 120 121
6 77 76 76 63 62 63
7 65 64 64 55 54 54
8 63 62 62 53 52 52

The manufactured membranes were used to test the method’s accuracy by analyzing
various MOX concentrations. The capacity of the analytical assay to bear minute alterations
in the working circumstance was tested for method robustness. In addition, the rugged-
ness of the procedure was assessed to determine its reproducibility. These parameters
are summarized in Table 1. Selectivity of the manufactured sensors can be seen to be a
deciding parameter in the employment of manufactured sensors because it highlights their
applicability in analyzing a real specimen. The electrode selectivity was investigated by
measuring its ability to show optimal performance even when different interferents are
present in the measured sample. This can be attained by calculating the potentiometric
selectivity coefficient (PSC) for each interferent [40]. Interferents were a variety of ions
found in real wastewater effluents as well as structurally similar fluoroquinolones (nor-
floxacin hydrochloride, ciprofloxacin hydrochloride, and levofloxacin hydrochloride). The
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calculated PSCs are shown in Table 3. They were on the order of 10−3 or less, indicating
that the sensors had exceptional selectivity.

Table 3. Potentiometric selectivity coefficients of the proposed MOX selective sensors by the matched
potential method.

Interferent
Sensor 1

(MOX-TPB)
(Mean * ± S.D.)

Sensor 2
(MOX-PTA)

(Mean * ± S.D.)

Magnesium chloride 1.9 × 10−4 ± 0.67 1.8 × 10−4 ± 0.83
Potassium sulfate 2.5 × 10−4 ± 0.86 2.4 × 10−4 ± 0.64

Potassium phosphate 1.6 × 10−4 ± 0.93 1.5 × 10−4 ± 1.21
Ammonium nitrate 2.4 × 10−3 ± 0.78 2.5 × 10−3 ± 0.67

Potassium carbonate 3.1 × 10−4 ± 0.56 3.2 × 10−4 ± 0.76
Sodium fluoride 2.7 × 10−3 ± 0.71 2.8 × 10−3 ± 0.81
Sodium iodide 1.2 × 10−3 ± 0.54 1.3 × 10−3 ± 0.44

Norfloxacin hydrochloride 1.9 × 10−4 ± 0.55 1.8 × 10−4 ± 0.74
Ciprofloxacin hydrochloride 2.1 × 10−4 ± 0.37 2.2 × 10−4 ± 0.53
Levofloxacin hydrochloride 4.1 × 10−4 ± 0.66 4.2 × 10−4 ± 0.77

*Average of five measurements.

3.2. Assay of Water Samples Loaded with MOX

The manufactured electrodes were effectively used to measure MOX in water samples
(distilled and tap) loaded with known concentrations of the drug of interest (10−3 M,
10−4 M, and 10−5 M). Table 4 shows the results, which indicate that the approach is
highly accurate.

Table 4. Determination of MOX in spiked water samples using the fabricated membrane sensors.

Specimen
Sensor 1

(MOX-TPB)
(Rec.% * ± S.D.)

Sensor 2
(MOX-PTA)

(Rec.% * ± S.D.)

Distilled water 99.92 ± 0.58 98.73 ± 0.78
Tap water 100.79 ± 0.76 99.91 ± 0.62

*Average of three measurements.

3.3. Assay of MOX in Real Wastewater

The fabricated sensors were used to carry out a careful analysis of several samples
obtained from wastewater effluent of a pharmaceutical factory without any preprocessing.
The absence of sample pre-treatment is a strong point in favor of the suggested analyt-
ical approach. The results obtained were compared to those obtained using a reference
assay [12]. The results are declared in Table 5.

Table 5. Determination of MOX in real wastewater samples from pharmaceutical industrial plant.

Sample
Number

Sensor 1
(MOX-TPB)

Conc. β (µg/mL) ± S.D.

Sensor 2
(MOX-PTA)

Conc. β (µg/mL) ± S.D.

Reference Method [12] *
Conc. β (µg/mL) ± S.D.

Sample 1 4.32 ± 0.43 4.31 ± 0.52 4.29 ± 0.68
Sample 2 20.59 ± 0.72 20.32 ± 0.92 20.22 ± 0.68
Sample 3 51.78 ± 0.69 51.25 ± 0.79 51.55 ± 0.45
Sample 4 35.02 ± 0.78 35.12 ± 0.67 34.97 ± 0.56
Sample 5 10.05 ± 0.43 10.31± 0.56 10.56 ± 0.86
Sample 6 27.53 ± 0.86 27.89 ± 0.45 27.13 ± 0.78

β Average of five measurements * RP–HPLC method using Hypersil® BDS C18 column (250 × 4.6 mm, 5µm) as
a stationary phase, 20 mM ammonium dihydrogen orthophosphate (pH 3) and acetonitrile (75:25) as a mobile
phase, flow rate 1.5 mL/min, and UV-detection at 295 nm.
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4. Discussion

The detection and assessment of environmental pollutants have become critical in
recent years. Rather than other analytical techniques, potentiometric electrodes are utilized
as an easy-to-use, low-cost alternative that has the merits of excellent sensitivity, no sample
preprocessing, and ease of downsizing [41].

The art of this work is demonstrated by the solid-contact potentiometric determination
of MOX, depending on the use of TPB and PTA as ion-pairing agents in a PVC matrix. The
measured potential depends mainly on the ion exchange across the fabricated membranes,
which is proportional to the MOX concentration in the measured solution.

Published papers [23–27] applying different strategies for the potentiometric determi-
nation of the studied drug were introduced. They have comparable linearity, accuracy, and
sensitivity with the proposed method, but all of them determine the amount of MOX in
either tablets or biological fluids.

Two membrane-sensitive electrodes were developed in this study to be used for the
sensitive and selective measurement of MOX in actual wastewater effluents without the
need for any sample preprocessing.

The membrane performance was adjusted to its optimal state. The plasticizer type
was optimized, where 2-EHS was the best one. This is because MOX and 2-EHS have
similar polarities. This match allowed for the most efficient exchange of ions through the
sensitive membranes.

The detection limits of the manufactured membranes reflect the outstanding sensitivity
that matches the purpose of their application. Furthermore, they demonstrated rapid
response times across a wide concentration range. These are the most important elements in
the successful sensing and assessment of MOX in real samples using the fabricated sensors.

Over a pH range from 1.0 to 5.0, the manufactured membranes demonstrated a
consistent response. At pH levels greater than five, the calibration curves showed a
significant deviation from linearity. Non-Nernestian slopes were found at higher pH values
due to the lower MOX ionization caused by the drug’s decreased solubility.

The selectivity of the suggested method is a crucial parameter that should be thoroughly
adjusted to be confident in its applicability, even if different interferents are present in real
samples. The selectivity depends mainly on the stereo-specificity and lipophilicity of the two
competing species in the sample solution side and the receptor of the ion exchanger [42]. The
membrane components, the solvent employed, and the plasticizer-to-PVC-matrix ratio all
influence sensor selectivity [43]. Interfacial ion-exchange kinetics are improved by lipophilic
ionic sites. TPB and PTA are ionic sites added in membranes used to quantify cations to
obtain superior selectivity and sensitivity [44]. During the preconditioning step, TPB or PTA
are combined with the quaternary nitrogen of MOX until an equilibrium state is attained
and the electrode becomes suitable to sense the studied drug ion. For carrier-based ISEs,
polyvinylchloride remains the typical regular matrix. Membrane sensors require plasticizers,
which are made up of a supporting background composed of around 66% of membrane
solvent and 33% PVC [45]. The presence of such a plasticizer amount allows for quick ion
mobility and optimal physical properties for the membrane [46].

5. Conclusions

The uniqueness of our study stems from the lack of previous research on the po-
tentiometric measurement of MOX in real wastewater effluents. The lack of a sample
preprocessing regimen confirms the simplicity of the method with respect to the other ana-
lytical methodologies used for the MOX analysis. In addition, as compared to LC-MS/MS
and UPLC, the suggested approach is cost-effective since it has a reduced cost per sample.

The fabricated sensors have comparable electrochemical performances. They work
effectively in wide concentrations and pH ranges. Both membranes are successfully applied
for the sensitive and reliable determination of MOX in real wastewater effluents. Sensor 1
is more suitable, since it exhibits a Nernstian slope closer to the ideal Nernstian behavior
than does sensor 2.
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